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Résumé : Cet article vise à mettre en 

évidence un décalage  entre un cadre 
juridique qui garantit certains droits à des 

groupes religieux et les politiques 
discriminatoires des agences 
gouvernementales de renseignement envers 

les musulmans et les mosquées. À cette fin, 
il passe en revue les différentes protections 

que le gouvernement fédéral fournit aux 
groupes religieux, d'une part. D'autre part, 
il examine les pratiques que les agences de 

renseignements ont utilisées avec les 
mosquées. Nos résultats démontrent que le 

gouvernement fédéral ne respecte pas les 
garanties légales de la liberté religieuse car 
il empiète sur le droit des musulmans à 

utiliser librement leurs lieux de culte. 
Mots-clés : liberté religieuse ; musulmans ; 

lieu de culte; mosquées ; agence de 
renseignement ; sécurité ; violation. 

Abstract: This article aims at highlighting 

a discrepancy between a legal framework 
that secures some rights to religious groups 

and the US government intelligence 
agencies’ discriminative policies towards 
the Muslims and the mosques. To this end, 

it overviews the different protections the 
federal government provides to the 

religious groups, on the one hand.  On the 
other hand, it examines the practices the 
intelligence agencies have used with the 

mosques. Our findings show that the 
federal government is not respecting the 

legal guarantees and is trampling on the 
Muslims’ right to use freely houses of 
worship. 
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Introduction 

In any society there is an authority and persons under this authority. These persons 

have some freedom and at the same time must respect some rules devised by the government 

representing this authority. The amount of freedom that they enjoy is sometimes clashing with 

the power of the government.   For example, when the government becomes involved in ever 

widening spheres that previously had been private, serious infringements on people’s freedom 

are more likely. Such an expansion of government’s prerogatives may occur when the nation 

finds itself in a state of insecurity. Tension exists between the preservation of a safe state and 

freedom of individuals. Then, the measures adopted to maintain security in the face of threats 

to society have led to questions on the appropriate scale and role of authority in matters of 

people freedom.   

Such questions have been raised in the United States because of a heightened anxiety 

about terrorism and more particularly about homegrown terrorism. 1  Though this type of 

terrorism is not a novel development, it is only after the Madrid and London train bombings 

respectively in 2004 and 2005 that U.S. policymakers manifested a growing concern to the 

analysis and prevention of homegrown terrorism. On the basis of the premise that 

radicalization – the process by which people get sucked into joining radical ideas – is at the 

root of the phenomenon, they started to frame counter-radicalisation strategies. While 

homegrown terrorists originate from different groups, programmes tended to fixate American 

Muslims and to focus on the environment where radicalization might occur and where would-

be extremist Muslims might find influencing venues. Among these venues are the mosques. 

Because they provide direct and physical interactions and gatherings with congregants, they 

represent, for the U.S. government, potential gateways to radicalization and key locations of 

homegrown terrorist networks.  As a consequence, different parts of the federal government 

have framed policies targeting mosques. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that the US government intelligence agencies 

policies towards Muslims are discriminative in that they are not respecting their religious 

rights and more precisely their right to use freely houses of worship. 

 

                                                                 
1 From the American perspective, this type of terrorism involves U.S. citizens and residents of the United States 

with l ittle direct influence from existing transnational terrorist networks.  
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Methodology 

To carry out this study, I use the descriptive and analytical methods. To document on 

the legal guarantees provided to religious groups, I rely on pieces of legislation that have been 

passed throughout the American history. Also, to show the federal government discriminative 

practices towards mosques, I focus on the practices of two agencies of the intelligence 

community, namely the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Central Intelligence 

Agency (CIA).  To bring into light these practices, I use FBI documents released thanks to the 

Freedom of Information Act, the Associate Press’ investigations published in a series of 

articles and testimonies reported in lawsuits.   

1. The Rights of Religious Groups: The Legal Framework 

1.1. Constitutional Achievements 

The original Constitution has addressed the issue of religious freedom in some points. 

To begin with, in Article VI, some provisions prohibit religious tests as a condition for 

holding public office. Indeed, this article specifies that “no religious Test shall ever be 

required as a Qualification to any office or public Trust under the United States” (The 

Constitution of the United States as Amended 10). 

Then, in the First Amendment added in 1791, two clauses concern the relationship of 

government to religion: the Free Exercise Clause and the Establishment Clause. Together they 

are called the “religion” clauses. The juxtaposition of these clauses together read “Congress 

shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 

thereof(.)” The Amendment then stipulates “or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the 

press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a 

redress of grievances” (The Constitution of the United States as Amended 13). 

The Establishment Clause, “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment 

of religion...” prevents the government from promoting any particular religious beliefs or 

symbols. The Free Exercise Clause “…or prohibiting the free exercise thereof” guarantees the 

right to practice one's religion free of government interference. 

In the beginning, the Bill of Rights and so the First Amendment was restrained only to 

the national government and was not applied to states because of some decisions of the 

Supreme Court (Barron v. Baltimore 1833).  It is after the Civil War that the guarantees of the 
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First Amendment were asserted at the state level. The Fourteenth Amendment proclaimed in 

its Article 6 that "[N]o State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges 

or immunities of citizens of the United States" (The Constitution of the United States as 

Amended 16)   The subsequent Supreme Court’s interpretations of the Fourteenth 

Amendment made the First Amendment applicable to the states. Thus, religious requirement 

clauses in state constitutions became null and void.  

By guarantying broader rights, a number of other clauses in the Constitution also 

protect religious freedom.  For example, the Fourth Amendment prohibits unreasonable 

searches and seizures and requires a warrant to do such things (The Constitution of the United 

States as Amended 13). Logically, this amendment protects any religious group’s right to use 

freely houses of worship, one aspect of religious freedom. 

1.2. Later Achievements 

Later, further achievements towards religious freedom have been made.  Some 

governmental measures have asserted religious freedom if not expanded it. To begin with, 

under Lyndon Johnson administration, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed. Among other 

provisions, the act prohibits discrimination based on religion by federal and state governments 

(Public Law 88-352 July 2, 1964). In 1993, the U.S. Congress passed the Religious Freedom 

Restoration Act (RFRA) (Public Law 103-141 Nov. 16, 1993). According to the latter, 

religious freedom shall not be restricted except when a government can prove that there is 

another interest more important. In such case, the government must opt for a method that 

leads in the least intervention in the religious freedoms of individuals, churches and other 

organizations. Seven years later, the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act 

(RLUIPA) was passed. Thanks to this law individuals, houses of worship and any religious 

institution are protected from discriminatory and unfair zoning regulations. Also, prisoners 

and other institutionalized persons are protected in their religious exercise (Public Law 106-

274 July 27, 2000).  

Other laws protecting different rights can be extended to religious freedom. For instance, 

the Privacy Act of 1974 protects individuals in their privacy by providing for safeguards to 

personal information against misuse of records by the federal agencies. Logically, such 

protection concerns also information about religious groups’ beliefs and activities. (Public 

Law 93-579 Dec. 31, 1974).  
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Nevertheless, in spite of such legal guarantees some limitations on Muslims’ religious 

freedom can be noticed. 

2. Intelligence Agencies’ Infringements on the Muslims’ Religious Rights 

2.1. The FBI’s Practices 

Following the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, the US government has 

implemented new strategies. As part of these policy changes,  some agencies of the 

intelligence community have expanded their sphere of action at the expense of Muslims’ right 

to use freely houses of worship. One of these agencies is the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

(FBI). Its practices have violated Muslims’ right on several points. First, the fact that warrant 

is no more needed for investigations has led to excesses during investigations of mosques. 

Under the new guidelines for domestic FBI operations, waiting for evidence is no more 

needed to initiate investigations of religious places of worship, other organizations, and 

individuals (The Attorney General’s Guidelines for Domestic FBI Operations 2008  ). These 

new rules led to abuses. Such abuses took place during ‘mosque outreach’ programmes 

conducted by the San Jose and San Francisco FBI from 2004 through at least 2008. Under 

these programmes, the FBI gathered intelligence on mosques, their leaders' and attendees' 

beliefs and activities, without any suspicion of misconduct and took the right to disseminate 

the information to other government agencies (San Jose and San Francisco FBI Memoranda).  

Also, not respecting Muslims’ right to use freely houses of worship are the FBI 

methods to gather intelligence. Indeed, several FBI investigations have used informants, 

surveillance and electronic eavesdropping. Such practices have been revealed by different 

reports. One of the sources is Craig Monteilh’s testimony. As part of a counterterrorism 

investigation, known as "Operation Flex," C. Monteilh was sent and paid by the FBI to work 

as an undercover informant into mosques in Orange County, California in 2006 and 2007. He 

was asked to report on the details concerning the mosque congregation, to video and audio 

record sermons and different meetings.  This investigation did not produce a single conviction 

(Monteilh v. FBI 2013). In case of complaint by the Muslim community, other parts of the 

federal government prove passive and sometimes are not always siding with the community. 

In the aforesaid case US District Judge Cormac Carney rejected the lawsuit, saying it risks 

divulging sensitive state secrets (Yassir Fazaga v. FBI 2012). 
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Moreover, during investigations of mosques the FBI used even manipulative practices. 

According to members of different mosques convicted on various charges related to terrorism, 

coercive and manipulative practices used by the FBI led them to plan crimes they would not 

have otherwise committed. So on trial they raised entrapment defenses. For instance, in 

Newburgh, NY, James Cromitie and three members of a mosque were condemned on charges 

of plotting to launch missiles at an Air National Guard and to bomb two synagogues in New 

York City. These acts were brought to light by Shahed Hussain, confidential informant who 

was conducting an investigation for several months in 2008 and 2009. According to the 

convicted persons, S. Hussain played the part of a wealthy businessman and encouraged them 

to plan domestic terrorism offenses by promising money (United States v. Cromitie 2013). 

2.2. The CIA’s Practices  

Another agency that has not respected Muslims’ religious rights is the Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA). Through its cooperation with the New York Police Department 

(NYPD) on counterterrorism issues, the CIA has trampled on Muslims’ right to use freely 

houses of worship. While the CIA should not be involved in domestic spying, it helped the 

NYPD in building its operations and in transforming its intelligence unit.   The architect of 

such programmes was David Cohen, a veteran CIA officer. Officially, in January 2002 he 

became the police department’s first civilian intelligence chief.  He started to ask for a change 

of the guidelines. According to him, the requirement of the presence of specific information 

for carrying investigations and the limits on the tactics to gather intelligence had to be 

removed.  In September 2002 he submitted his request to U.S. District Judge Charles S. 

Haight Jr. The judge agreed and replaced them with more permissive ones (Apuzzo and 

Goldman 2011). Using this new authority, the NYPD with unprecedented help of the CIA 

used infiltration of undercover agents and informants. In both cases the Muslims’ religious 

right to use freely houses of worship has been encroached.  

First, with the help of the CIA, the NYPD has created a secret squad  composed of  

undercover  agents called the Demographic Unit, renamed in 2010 the Zone Assessment Unit. 

These officers, referred in the department as “rakers”, have been assigned to the different 

zones of New York city and instructed to monitor them. Among the locations under scrutiny 

are the mosques. Every mosque within on hundred miles of New York has been under 

surveillance. Officers  staying  in cars outside mosques have controlled those leaving and 
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entering mosques. Pictures and videos  have been taken as well as license plate numbers 

recorded (Apuzzo and Goldman  2011). 

Also, still with the help of the CIA the NYPD has organized informant infiltration into 

mosques. These agents are referred in the department as “mosque crawlers”. Usually, the 

NYPD recruit as informants people with a criminal background because the NYPD is more 

likely to strike a deal with them. Informants act as observers inside mosques. Among other 

actions, they observe attendees, provide police their names, take pictures inside of the 

mosques, attend religious services and record sermons (Apuzzo and Goldman  2011). 

Informants are even  instructed to open conversations about jihad or terrorism and to report 

the responses. This method is called « create and capture » (Apuzzo and Goldman  2011). 

So the intelligence unit as well as the tactics used are not respecting Muslims’right to 

use freely houses of worship. Because of its deep ties with NYPD, the CIA and so the federal 

government is accountable for the infringements committed by the NYPD. 

3.  Impact on Muslims’ Right to Use Houses of Worship 

As any place of worship, mosques are a place where congregants can commune with 

their god and perform other religious activities. The agencies’ practices described in the 

aforesaid section are not respecting Muslims’ right to use their house of worship freely.  As a 

result, worshippers’ activities in the mosques have been altered.  

One of the activities is the prayer. Since the revelations of the government 

programmes, Muslims in the U.S.A. prefer to perform their prayers at home. They are afraid 

to show up to pray. Then, a decrease of attendance can be noticed. For instance, in one of the 

mosques in New York which has been under NYPD surveillance “the number of worshippers 

attending afternoon prayers on weekdays (…) declined from approximately twenty people to 

just two or three people” (Raza v. City of New York - Complaint 2013).  

 Another activity is donations.  Through mosques, Muslims are used to making 

charitable contributions. However, the interrogations of the FBI asking about the reasons of 

their deeds and the destinations of their money have discouraged Muslims.  At one Los 

Angeles-area mosques where nearly every donor was quiered by the FBI, a steep decline in 

donations can be noticed (Teresa Watanebe and Paloma Esquivel 2009). Other mosques also 

know a decrease of their contributions. For example, the Islamic Center of Corona Norco has 

known a decrease of donations of thirty per cent to fifty per cent from 2005 to 2009. 
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According to one of its board member, Rafa Husain, this trend is due partly to what he called 

a climate of fear (Teresa Watanebe and Paloma Esquivel 2009).  

 Still another activity is asking advice and guidance to imams.  As confidentiality 

during consultations in surveilled spaces is not guaranteed, worshippers cannot profess at 

ease. Also, imams find difficulty in fulfilling their role of spiritual leaders in such climate of 

fear and suspicion. Instead of concentrating on what congregants ask them, imams are 

preoccupied with detecting whether their questions are sincere requests or attempts to elicit 

opinion and provide data to government authorities ( Diala Shamas and Nermeen Arastu 

2012). Then, the relationship of trust between imams and worshippers has been compromised 

by the actions of the government.    

Conclusion 

Clearly, the US government methods in collecting and compiling information on 

mosques and their congregants have overlooked the legal guarantees provided to religious 

groups.  An examination of the practices of some agencies of the intelligence community 

shows instances of infringements on Muslims’ right to use freely houses of worship. The 

system of checks and balances designed to avoid abuse and violation is not performing its due 

role. Indeed, other parts of the federal government have not manifested willingness at 

stopping such discriminatory, unconstitutional and warrantless programmes.  Such fact brings 

to light a discrepancy between the legal framework promoting religious freedom and the 

practices of the federal government trampling on Muslims’ religious rights. The US 

government is attempting to legitimize its policy by putting security stakes on the forefront. 

However, by keeping such policy the US government runs the risk to undermine the 

foundations of American ideals and to lose coherence.  
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